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Always Serene
 
You served us,
With your bare hands,
Your impish gesture,
Brushed our hearts,
Your affection and tenderness,
Filled glory in you and me,
Your words that hit,
The softest tip of your tongue,
Dispersed to the world,
Of yours and ours,
The vitality in yours,
Senses our presence,
Your gag and speech,
Glutted our life,
With delight,
The vows not Brocken,
Stays close to us,
In your warmth!
 
A friend in need is a friend indeed…
Happy Birthday Ruth…
 
Hasna Ghulam
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Grandpa
 
Shining like a star,
You stay,
Just a call far
Illuminating the lights,
Of our candle,
For the life we have,
And the future awaiting us,
You stay near by,
Looking at the paths
We are to pass by
Hearing your laugh,
We stay in the world,
Traveling the smooth way,
You lead us
You held us in your palms,
As we are grateful,
Having you,
Made our lives precious
 
Hasna Ghulam
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Our Vision
 
Spanning us
For the soul in you,
You held us in your palms,
Pointing to the light,
Of our evolution
You imparted more than books,
For the warmth of yours,
Feels the affection in out hearts
Your smile attended our heart,
And the gestures of knowledge,
To our life
Guiding our way through,
A verity entered our hearts-
&quot;Very a few Teachers are special,
And you are one of them…&quot;
 
Written for wishing our dearest Bessy Miss,
A Happy Birthday…
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The Broad Guaged
 
Thriving the acts,
That brought us the sunshine,
Away from the mist,
Of the yore,
The course Man,
About gaiety,
Shows us the blare,
In his,
Upon dignity!
 
The immortal figure,
Flames with glory,
For his presence,
In nature
Feels warm,
As if in a blanket!
 
The words of his,
Are soft with decency,
The words that come out,
From the depth of his heart,
Which feels the warmth,
Inside by me...
 
Hasna Ghulam
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